
WEEK 3



A new calendar month and a return to the Scorpionic depths! Mercury regresses 

into Scorpio December 1st and Venus moves back into Scorpio (now direct, post-

retrograde) on December 2nd. We will also have a Scorpio Moon for a good 

portion of this week. This also gives us a chance to get our feet on the ground and 

make some headway (some fixe sign astro finally!), while still respecting the 

retrograde (not pushing ahead too hard, continuing our retrograde protocols). We 

are revisiting the themes of the month of October, processing what arose, finding 

closure or resolution. If most of this happens in your own journal or your own mind, 

even better. (I discuss why in the last paragraph).

The New Moon in Sagittarius on December 7th is the major upcoming astro event. 

We are now in the Dark Moon period before a new moon. The most important 

things during this time are:
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• Rest

• Reflection

• Decluttering

• Energy clearing
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Mercury Retrograde ends on December 6th. Keep in mind that retrograde effects do 

not really “lift” until at least three days after the planet stations direct. If you want to be 

generous, give yourself a nice full week (that would be the 13th of December). The 

days surrounding the station tend to be rife with retrograde-like happenings, so I’d 

suggest not running out of the gates ready to invite difficult conversations or sign 

contracts right on the 6th. 

The shadow period following the retrograde (this is the period during which Mercury 

gets up to speed and goes back over the retrograde degrees) ends December 24th. 

This will be a major time of clarity as it is also near a Full Moon in Cancer, and both 

Venus and Mercury retrograde shadow periods will be complete. 

The short version of all of this: there’s no need to rush during the first few weeks of 

December. Allow things to come into place on their own and trust that you will be 

continually clearer as the month goes on.
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TRANSITION



December 6th (Mercury stations direct) Be extra-mindful of your tech, not leaving 

things until the last minute, dropping your phone, misunderstandings, etc. Good day to 

practice patience.

Luckiest Days this Week: 

December 2nd: North Node trine Chiron, a healing influence and subtle shift onto our 

correct/true path

December 7th and 8th: New Moon in Sagittarius, plant the seeds for what you wish to 

see grow in the next cycle and also during the year of Jupiter in Sagittarius 

Please note that the Sagittarius New Moon is December 7th at 2:20a EST

And refer back to your Cheat Sheet (in Week 1) as well to review the astro overview!
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MOST CHALLENGING DAY THIS WEEK:



WEEK 3  
UNFU*K  YOUR 
RETROGRADE

JOURNAL QUESTIONS:

Often as you begin to more deeply explore your goals and the healing you are 

ready to do, signs arrive. Signals, symbols, events, conversations, songs, 

something you overhear. It’s especially important now in this liminal space to 

allow some space and quiet and listen for what is trying to come through. This 

week is less about action and more about processing, feeling, and intuiting. 

Since I began this process two weeks ago, what signs have I received? 

Is there anything that was/has been trying to grab my attention but I didn’t see it as a 

message or sign at the time?

How do signs and messages arrive for me? How do I receive these communications?

What seems to enhance my ability to observe synchronicity and receive higher 

communication? (habits, thoughts, beliefs, distractions)
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What diminishes my ability to do so? (habits, thoughts, practices, beliefs)

What are my beliefs around this? Do I believe there is something larger communicating 

with me? 

Do I have any doubts or questions about that?

Sometimes when I set out to do something new, a challenge immediately arises. Has 

this happened already this week? What was it? 

What in my life is in its season of death, dying, and release?

If I am trying to leave a person, behavior, or belief in the past, what are the thoughts 

that make me doubt my choice to let go? 

What would be helpful things to do, tell, or remind myself in those moments?
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What can I lean into for strength as I let go (this can be nature, spiritual connection, art, 

friends and so forth)

What in my life is in its season of birth and beginning? 

What are helpful conditions I can facilitate in order for this birth to happen? 

Do I trust the divine timing of this birth? 

What is exciting about this?

What is scary about this?

Is there a goddess, being, archetype, myth, deity or part of nature that mirrors/

supports the journey I intend to go on in the coming year?  (If not, or you don’t know 

of one yet, I really suggest starting to research!)

What can I do to connect more fully with this energy and ask for help?
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